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ABSTRACT

• John Milner Associates, Inc., together with its subconsultant Michael Parrington, provided archeological
supervision of the installation of catch basins and a utility line at 290 Broadway, Lower Manhattan, New
York, over intermittent periods between May 19, 1994, and June 12, 1994. During the entire excavation
period Dr. Sherrill D. Wilson, Director of the Office of Public Education and Interpretation (OPEl), andlor
members of the OPEl staff were on the site for the purpose of answering questions and providing
information to interested parties. During this period four (4) bone fragments were recovered from screened
material at DuanelElk Street, and five (5) bone fragments were recovered from screened material at Reade
Street. Of this total. four (4) fragments were determined to be faunal and five (5) fragments were
indeterminate in origin. No fragments identified as human were recovered. A number of artifacts, including
eighteenth. nineteenth, and twentieth century glass and ceramics, were recovered during the screening
process. All of the excavated soil screened by the archeological and physical anthropological team was
from disturbed contexts, and no intact burials or significant cultural resources were identified during the
supervision of the work.
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1.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND

• 1.1 Introduction

This report provides a SUIIlII1aIJ of archeological and physical anthropological supervision of the

installation of catch basins and an electric utility line at the site of the new federal office building at 290

Broadway, Lower Manhattan, New York (Figure 1), a General Services Administration (GSA)-sponsored

project. This work comprises three new catch basins at the intersection of Duane and Elk Streets, which

forms the northeast comer of the block, and a new electric line at the western end of Reade Street, which

forms the southern boundary of the block. The western side of the 290 Broadway block is bounded by

Broadway.

•

•

• Catch basins are subterranean chambers installed below roadway surfaces during construction. They are

connected to roadway drainage systems and water from rainfall is washed into them along with any detritus

that has accumulated on the road surface. They act as sumps which can be periodically emptied of roadway

detritus, thereby preventing detritus from emptying into the sewer system.

•

•
Supervision of the catch basin and electric line work took place on an intermittent basis between May 19.

1994 and June 12, 1994. This work was the final component in the supervision of the installation of

various utilities at the 290 Broadway site, which commenced on December l l , 1993. The earlier work,

which included the installation of electric, telephone, and steam lines, and a secure communications link

between 26 Federal Plaza and 290 Broadway, is the subject of two previous reports (John Milner

Associates 1993; Parrington et al. 1994), the formerrepresenting an interim version of the latter.•

•
The two components of supervisory work described in this report were necessitated by requirements to

furnish the new federal office building with appropriate utilities and drainage facilities, each of which

required underground installation. Because the installation of the utility line and catch basins required the

excavation of fill deposits overlying a portion of the African Burial Ground and Commons Historic District

(Figure 1), archeological and physical anthropological supervision of all excavation was determined•

•



•

•
appropriate by GSA. in consultation with the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC).

All archeological and physical anthropological supervision was accomplished in accordance with

procedures outlined in a New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission report dated September 24,

[993, (Appendix A), as supplemented by additional provisions contained in a project protocol, developed

by John Milner Associates, Inc. (JMA), and attached as Appendix B.•

•
Ail supervision work was conducted by an archeological and physical anthropological team from JMA.

This team of up to six field technicians was under the direction of Mr. Michael Parrington, subconsultant to

JMA. In addition, physical anthropological services were provided by Mr. Thomas A. 1. Crist and Mr.

Arthur Washburn of JMA. Mr. Parrington and Mr. Crist are both certified by the Society of Professional

Archeologists (SOPA) in field research and historical archeology. Mr. Robert Collegio, GSA project

engineer for Foley Square, and Mr. Bill White and Mr. Michael Pinelli, Tishrnan Construction Company,

ably coordinated support services.

•

• Staff members of the Office of Public Education and Interpretation for the African Burial Ground (OPEl)

were on-site on a daily basis. A site trailer was established as a field office of OPEl, and was fully equipped

with a telephone, laptop computer, and necessary files. Dr. Sherrill D. Wilson, director of OPEl, or her

designate was provided with regular updates by the principal archeologist on the progress of the work and

the material being recovered. These reports served the purpose of keeping Dr. Wilson fully informed in her

role as observer and provider of information and interpretation to the public. In addition, OPEl staff

members were available during office hours to take calls at the main OPEl office at 6 World Trade Center.

•

•

•
1.2 Archeological and Physical Anthropological Procedures

Two large metal canisters, each capable of holding 20 cubic yards of earth, were installed by the GSA on

Duane Street. Each was roofed over with an enclosed wooden superstructure covered with translucent

plastic sheeting designed to provide protection and security from the elements, not only for the scientific

field tearn, but also for the earth removed from the utility trench and catch basins. A wooden platform was•
2
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•
built between the two metal canisters to accommodate the screening of fill material removed from the

utility trench and catch basin locations. This platform was also roofed over in a similar fashion. although

not enclosed. As fIJI material was removed by the construction laborers, it was wheeled to the archeological

staging area where it was off-loaded into one of the metal canisters. Fill material from the utility trench on

Reade Street was transferred to the screening area in the front bucket of a backhoe. The fill material was

then transferred by shovel and bucket to screens fitted with one-quarter-inch mesh hardware cloth. The

material was then screened by the archeologists in standard archeological fashion, and all significant

material retained. This material included, first and foremost, any and all bone found in the screens, as well

as artifacts. For the most part, the latter included the typical glass and ceramic sherds found in such urban

fills. as well as building materials and other assorted cultural material. All bone fragments were examined

in the field by at least one of the physical anthropologists, and visually identified to the extent possible

(Appendix C).

•

•

•

•
The primary objective of the physical anthropological examination of the skeletal fragments recovered

from the utility and catch basin work was to determine if any of the osteological materials represented

human remains. This determination was made in the field at the time of recovery. Each fragment was

dry-brushed as necessary, examined macroscopically, and with a magnifying lens as appropriate. and then

assigned to one of three general categories: human, faunal, or indeterminate. Each fragment was then

wrapped in acid-free paper and fastened with acid-free tape. The street from which the fragment was

recovered, the date, the inventory number for the fragment, and its category were then written on the tape

with a permanent marker.

•

•

•
When possible, the specific origin of each fragment in the human or nonhuman skeleton was identified In

cases where the fragment.did not include any distinctive morphological characteristics. it was classified in

more general terms as to the type of bone it represented. An example is the classification of a

tubular-shaped piece of bone as an "unidentified long bone fragment" Had the same segment of bone

•
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exhibited a specific muscle attachment site or articular surface it might have been catalogued as "proximal

portion of right radius."•

•
A conservative approach was taken in the determination of the category into which each skeletal fragment

was classified. This conservative approach prescribed that the level of confidence in classifying the

recovered osteological materials favored placing more potentially nonhuman fragments into the

indeterminate category than potentially human fragments. This approach, accordingly, made it

considerably more likely that fewer potentially human fragments would be classified as non-human. Initial

excavations in December of 1993 (John Milner Associates 1993) employed a five-part classification system

that included the categories "probably human" and "probably faunal." However, a three-part system

(human, faunal, or indeterminate) was instituted later for the duration of the project in order to simplify the

identification process.

•

•

•
Although no human bone was identified, the following protocol comprised standard operating procedure

during the duration of the fieldwork. Any bone fragments and teeth clearly of human origin were so

classified and then stored. separately from bone of the other two classes. Fragments conclusively of

non-human origin were treated in a similar fashion. Bone fragments that could not conclusively be

classified as either human or non-human were placed into the indeterminate category and also stored

separately. The determination of whether a particular fragment was of human or non-human origin was

based. on morphological descriptions of both categories of bone found in numerous texts of forensic

physical anthropology and mammalian osteology, including Gilbert (1973), Stewart (1979), and Ubelaker

(1989). No analysis beyond identification of the recovered fragments was conducted.

•

•

• After each bone "fragment was individually wrapped in acid-free paper, it was stored in pH-balanced

cartons on-site. At the end of each field day, all bone was removed to the Foley Square Archeological

Laboratory at 6 World Trade Center. Artifacts were retained and stored in the on-site trailer for later

•
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removal to 6 World Trade Center. No detailed treatment (such as cleaning) of any bone fragment has been

conducted.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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2.0 DUANElELK STREET CATCH BASINS

•

2 . 1 Introduction

The project area for the catch basins consisted of three locations at the intersection of Duane and Elk

Streets where rectangular pits and associated drainage trenches were slated for excavation (Figure 2). These

drainage improvements were necessary in order to bring the present subsurface drainage systems up to

code. Each catch basin was slated to be 8 feet by 8 feet in size, with a depth of 10 to 12 feet Additionally,

up to 45 feet of drainage trench 4 to 7 feet deep and 3 feet wide was to be excavated to link the new catch

basins with the existing sewer system.

•

•

•
The actual dimensions of the catch basins as excavated, however, varied from the specifications given

above. Catch Basin I (CB 1) measured 8 feet north-south by 10 feet east-west, and was up to 11 feet deep.

Catch Basin 2 (CB2) measured 10.5 feet north-south by 8.5 feet east-west, and was up to 6 feet deep. Catch

Basin 3 (CB3) had overall dimensions of 8 feet north-south by 10 feet east-west, and was excavated to a

maximum depth of 6 feet. The specifications for the drainage trenches differed also, with only about 20

feet of trench excavated. Supervisory work on the catch basins commenced on May 19, 1994, and was

completed on June I, 1994. Screening of fill from the catch basin site was completed on the weekend of

June 11-12, 1994.

•

•

•
2. 2 Project Area Potential

The LPC report on the proposed utility work at 290 Broadway (Appendix A) noted that the catch basin

locations were outside (north) of the boundary of the African Burial Ground, and concluded that it was

unlikely that intact human burials would be located there. It was believed, however. that there was a high

potential for uncovering evidence of historic pottery production in this area. This premise was based on

archeological evidence, including pottery wasters, recovered during archeological testing and data recovery

conducted on the 290 Broadway block in 1991 and 1992 (Howard University and John Milner Associates

1993: 21-23). This archeological research also demonstrates that intact burials in the area closest to Elk

Street were 21 to 27 feet below grade level.

•

•
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•
These data indicated that it was unlikely that intact burials would be encountered within the proposed

design depths of 10 to 12 feet for the catch basins. The fill material overlying the burial surface might.

however. contain unstratified remains from the pottery industry. Artifacts such as kiln furniture and pottery

wasters have analytical value even if they are from unstratified contexts. The analysis of such artifacts can

provide information on the types of kilns in use in the Elk Street area, and on the range of products

manufactured in such kilns.•

•

Other materials anticipated from the fill deposits included human bone redeposited during earlier processes

of urbanization. Although it was strongly believed that any such material should be recovered for

identification and eventual repatriation. it was also believed that the material was unlikely to have any

analytical value. Other types of anticipated material from fill deposits included ceramics, glass. metal. and

plastics ranging in date from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. These types of artifacts from urban fiJI

deposits are also unlikely to have any analytical value.

•

•

•

2.3 Excavation Procedures and Stratigraphy

The contractor responsible for the catch basin work was the finn of La Strada, Inc.. who initially

commenced work on CB I, located at the southwest corner of the ElkIDuane Street intersection (Figure 2).

After removal of asphalt and concrete roadbed material, excavation proceeded in disturbed fill until an

active electrical utility line was encountered at a depth of 3.5 feet The location of the catch basin was then

moved to the west to avoid the electric line. At the new location, which was under the existing sidewalk.

the top of a substantial two-foot thick masonry wall aligned north-south was uncovered. The east face of

this wall was parallel with the edge of the sidewalk, and the top of the wall was 2.2 feet below grade. The

construction laborers continued to excavate to the west of the wall in a fill of brown sandy loam containing

brickbats. concrete fragments, electric conduit and cable, and modem plastic trash. The Munsell colors for

the fill ranged from 7.5 YR 4/4 to 7.5 YR 5/6. At a depth of 10 feet below grade a concrete floor surface

was uncovered. This was removed, and the excavation continued to a depth of II feet. The west face of the

masonry wall was plastered, indicating it was an internal face. In the north section of the excavation a brick

•

•

•
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•
buttress was observed against the west face of the wall. After the catch basin pit was excavated to its design

depth of 11 feet, the masonry wall was removed with an air hammer.

•

•
The laborers then began work on CB2, located on the south side of Duane Street, concurrently with CB I

(Figure 2). After removal of blacktop and concrete roadbed material, disturbed fill material and a portion of

the concrete retaining wall poured around the perimeter of the former pavilion site of 290 Broadway in

1992 was uncovered. Also uncovered in disturbed fill under the roadbed was an active utility line at a depth

of 4.3 feet. This discovery necessitated relocating the catch basin site to the south, under the existing

sidewalk.•

•
At this location the entire CB2 catch basin pit was excavated in recent backfill dating from when the 290

Broadway site bulk excavation took place in 1991. The top of the sheeting placed around the perimeter of

the former pavilion site of 290 Broadway was uncovered at a depth of 1.9 feet below grade. and more of

the concrete retaining wall was exposed at a depth of 2.3 feet below grade. After some discussion on

whether it was advisable to remove the retaining wall and the sheeting at the catch basin site, it was

eventually concluded that this would be in order. Accordingly, the reinforced concrete in the retaining wall

was removed hammer and a cutting torch. The wooden sheeting was dismantled with a power saw, and the

soldier beams which supported the sheeting were also removed with a cutting torch. The fill between the

sheeting and the retaining wall. and to the south of the retaining wall, was removed by hand to a depth of 6

feet. This fill material, which was placed in position in 1992 when the former pavilion site of 290

Broadway was backfilled, consists of a uniformly dark brown sandy loam with a Munsell designation of

•

•

•
7.5 YR 3/2.

• After compietingTB2 the laborers commenced excavating a trench to the existing catch basin site at the

southwest comer of the intersection of Duane and Elk Streets (Figure 2). This trench was 10.5 feet long, up

to 2.3 feet wide, and up to 5.2 feet deep. The fill of this trench was dark brown sandy loam. Munsell color

7.5 YR 312, and was not screened due to its obviously recent date as indicated by the presence of modem

8
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•
trash and plastic. In addition to excavating this trench, the laborers removed the cover of the existing catch

basin, and also removed the brick foundation for the cover. In removing the brick foundation, the poured

concrete top of the existing catch basin was exposed at a depth of 1.5 feet. The existing catch basin was

then emptied of modem trash and fill until the bottom of the feature was reached at 10.3 feet below grade.

The foundation for the cover was then rebuilt, and the cover replaced.•

•
While completing CB2 the laborers also began work on CB3, located at the southeast comer of the

intersection of Duane and Elk Streets (Figure 2). The laborers began by removing blacktop and concrete

roadbed material on the west side of CB3. At a depth of 1.8 feet below grade an active electric line was

encountered. At this point the catch basin was relocated to the east in order to avoid the electric line. This

placed the catch basin site on the sidewalk at the east side of Elk Street between two active fire hydrants.

As excavation continued in this location it became clear that the area was highly disturbed from the

installation of the fire hydrants. Further disturbance was noted in the eastern half of the catch basin pit.

This disturbance proved to be from an active steam line which was aligned north-south in the eastern half

of the pit at a depth of 4 feet below grade. Excavation continued to a depth of 5 feet at which point all fill

was retained for screening. The fill occurring between 5 feet and the 6-foot design depth of the catch basin

was as disturbed as the soil above, and the Munsell color (10 YR 4/6) of the sandy loam fill with brickbats

and cobbles was consistent throughout.

•

•

•

•
After completing the catch basin excavations the laborers excavated a short trench to link the catch basin

site with the existing sewer. This trench projected from the northwest comer of CB3 to the existing sewer

in Elk Street. The trench was approximately 6 feet long, 2,5 feet wide, and up to 5.2 feet deep. Below a

0.5-foot thick layer of blacktop, and a l-foot thick layer of concrete roadbed, a dark brown sandy loam

with a Munsell co1or of 7.5 YR 3/2 occurred. This fill material was not screened, as it was clearly of recent

origin.

•

•
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•
2.4 Discussion

All three catch basins were originally slated to be placed in the roadbed at the intersection of Duane and

Elk Streets. Because of the presence of existing active utility lines at each of the three original locations.

however, it was necessary to move each catch basin back from the street and into the sidewalks of Duane

and Elk Streets. These revised locations proved to be more disturbed than the original locations.

•

•
When the laborers excavated CB I, a substantial masonry wall was uncovered This wall is clearly

associated with 60 Duane Street, a fivestory building constructed in 1866-67 for David Wagstaff, a New

York merchant (Ingle et al. 1990: Appendix). The wall was approximately 10 feet east of the building line

on the west side of Elk Street and is clearly not the main wall of the building, which was demolished in

1991 in preparation for the construction of the former pavilion site at 290 Broadway. The wall feature

seems likely to be associated with a vault under the pavement of Elk Street and connected to 60 Duane

Street. Such vaults were used for coal delivery in the area and are mentioned frequently in the historical

record (Ingle et al. 1990).

•

•

•
The fill contained in the vault was clearly of recent origin, dating from the 1991 demolition of 60 Duane

Street. Accordingly, no samples of fill were collected from this context and no screening of fill material

was conducted. Visual observation of the fill removed from the backfilled vault showed no evidence of

human remains or any type of significant artifact.

• When the laborers excavated CB2 it quickly became clear that the pit for the catch basin was located in an

area previously excavated in 1991 and backfilled in 1992. Since the fill came from off-site. there was

clearly no possibility of finding site-related material. Accordingly, no fill samples were collected for

screening and no significant materials were noted in the fill as it was removed.•

•
The heavily disturbed recent nature of the fill in CB3 was clearly evident when the catch basin was

excavated. However, a sample was collected from the deepest portion of the catch basin pit for screening.

10
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•
Screening of the sample from CB3, which was approximately two cubic yards in volume, produced little.

Four small bone fragments were recovered during the screening (Appendix C). These included two faunal

fragments and two indeterminate fragments. No identifiable human bone was recovered from the screened

fill. Other material recovered during the screening included small ceramic, glass, and metal fragments. and

modem plastic trash.•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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3.0 READE STREET ELECTRICAL SERVICE

• 3.1 Introduction

In early June, 1994, a decision was made to install an additional electrical line in Reade Street. In order to

expedite the supervision of this work, and screen the fill material from the utility trench in a timely fashion,

the existing team working on the catch basins was put back into the field. In conducting this work, the

existing protocol used earlier in the year for Reade and Duane Street utilities was again adopted (Partington

et al. 1994: Appendix B). In addition to screening fill from the work on Reade Street, stockpiled material

from the catch basin installations on Duane/Elk Street was also screened at this time.

•

•

•

The project area for the electrical line installation extended from an existing manhole at the northeast

comer of the intersection of Broadway and Reade Street to an existing manhole approximately 160 feet

east on the south side of Reade Street (Figure 3). In addition to the utility trench, three test pits were

excavated in order to establish a clear line for the trench. The excavation for the electrical line was

conducted by a Consolidated Edison (ConEd) contractor's construction team of laborers under the

supervision of JMA's staff. Supervisory work commenced on June l l , 1994, and was completed on June

12, 1994.

•

•

•

3.2 Project Area Potential

Previous supervision of utility line work. by JMA, and knowledge of the stratigraphy of the African Burial

Ground. have shown that intact burials in Reade Street would most likely occur at a depth of 12 or more

feet below grade. The 12 feet of fJ11which seals potentially intact burials is presumably derived from

material used to level the area in the nineteenth century, and from fill brought in to backfill utility line

excavations. Clearly, this 12 feet of highly disturbed fJ11material may contain bone and artifacts from strata

disturbed and redeposited during the last two centuries of urbanization in Lower Manhattan.

•

•
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•
3.3 Excavation Procedures and Stratigraphy

The ConEd laborers commenced work by excavating three test pits in the bed of Reade Street (Figure 3).

Test Pit A measured 4.5 feet north-south by 2.0 feet east-west, and was up to 2.4 feet deep. Test Pit B also

measured 4.5 feet north-south by 2.0 feet east-west, and was up to 1.8 feet deep. Test Pit C measured 7.5

feet north-south by 2.0 feet eastwest, and was up to 2.1 feet deep. All three test pits revealed a similar

stratigraphy consisting of up to 0.6 feet of asphalt overlying up to 0.6 feet of concrete, that in tum overlay

sandy gravel fill with a Munsell color of 7.5 YR 412. Similar stratigraphy was noted in the utility trench

subsequently excavated by the laborers to connect the three test pits. This trench had an average width of

L 7 feet and an average depth of 1.8 feet. At each end of the trench where it intersected with existing

manholes the trench was wider and deeper. At the west end of the line the trench was 4.0 feet wide and 5.3

feet deep. At the east end of the line the trench was 4.0 feet wide and 5.1 feet deep. Excavated fill from the

utility trench and the test pits was transported in the front bucket of a backhoe to the screening station on

Duane Street. All excavated fill from the electric line work was screened.

•

•

•

•

•

3.4 Discussion

Five bone fragments were recovered during the screening process on Reade Street. These were given

inventory numbers beginning with 501 in order to avoid any confusion with material recovered during the

earlier supervisory work on Reade Street. Of the five fragments. two were faunal and three were

indeterminate, In addition to the bone fragments, eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth century ceramics,

glass. and metal artifacts were recovered. The collection also included modem plastic and trash, testifying

to the disturbed nature of the deposits.•

•
Supervision of the utility line excavation revealed no evidence of intact human remains or any other type of

significant deposit. The fill deposits removed were clearly disturbed and of no cultural significance. No

identifiable human bone fragments were noted, and the total amount of bone of any description recovered

was quite small. Clearly. the premise put forward in the discussion in section 3.2 above (i.e., that disturbed

fill would be present at least to design depth) was borne out by the results of the supervision and screening.•
13
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4.0 CONCLUDING SUMMARY

In all, eight full or partial days were spent in the field during the course of the supervision of the catch

basin and electrical line installation. During this period approximately 15 cubic yards of excavated material

from the two areas were screened. Nine bone fragments were recovered from the two locations, including

four faunal fragments and five indeterminate fragments. All excavated fill deposits having the potential to

contain human bone fragments or other items of potential significance were screened, and all recovered

bone was wrapped and stored in acid-free paper. The ultimate disposition of the recovered bone fragments

and artifacts awaits guidance from the GSA and the LPC.

•

•

•
The archeological and physical anthropological supervision of the utility line work in Reade Street

indicates that there is little potential for the presence of intact human remains or other significant resources

at depths less than 12 feet below grade. Supervision of the catch basin work at the intersection of Duane

and Elk Streets demonstrates that the strata beneath the sidewalk at this location are highly disturbed. No

deep excavation in the streetbed took place here. but it is likely (based upon the data recovery conducted in

the 290 Broadway Block) that intact deposits are also at least 12 feet deep or more at this location. These

interpretations of the depth of potentially significant resources are relevant to the areas examined. but

clearly are not necessarily valid for other locations. Most noteworthy, of course, are the intact human

burials noted at 2.5 feet below present grade by Epperson (1993) just one block south of Reade Street, on

Chambers Street.

•

.,

• In conclusion, it is recommended that, as part of the permit review process. some degree of archeological

supervision should accompany any utility line work conducted in the African Burial Ground and Commons

Historic District This might range from screening operations as described above (i.e., in instances where it

is believed that construction is unlikely to adversely affect intact burials), controlled archeological testing

(e.g., in areas of the African Burial Ground and Commons Historic District, such as on Chambers Street --

not in the 290 Broadway Block project area -. where intact burials are documented as being quite shallow),

•

•
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•
to more full-scale data recovery (i.e., in instances where the predicted level of intact burials appears to be

coincident with unavoidable impact from construction, utility installation, or utility repair).

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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• APPENDIX A

T:-::E G7"( OF ~"EW "tOR.I( L.t..."o"DM......RK,S ?RESE.VATION COM~O!'i
lZ5 B~OADW.~.'(. ~e'~ YORK. ~"EW YOR.I( lCCC7 PHONE. (lUj sss.uco _

REP 0 R T93SEP27FH 4:09•
09/24/93 M.ci.nhattan 54 1 94-0975

0"." ..CC~~ BCRCUG,", BLXl( lC-:-SR94-0023 Africa:l E~=ial Gr:lur.dand the €onunons
• --==---:=c::=---rtE?,,:p.r '-'c ....se-=-.

LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION

REFORT

•

•

wit~ respect to Docket No. 94-0975, a proposal fer the installation
O~ ,.~~i';:"~ ... s s i d ewa Lk s Larid.s ca o i.nc and c:; ..... e e z - . - 1". _ ...._..;.__ ...__ I _.'- '"' -- -, -_ ...... :--.::> ~~ -'-- -- peVl.r.~, and re_a:ec
exc av:e ticns along Eroacway / Reade S tree t t Elk Stre~t a:-.c. D\.:a:-.e
Street, as they surround the building at 290 Eroacway, Lcc at ed
.ithin the Afric~~ Eurial Ground ~~d the Commons F.isto"'~cDis .....;cl-_..... - 1",.--- ..... ,

Borough of Manhattan. .

•
SR94-0023
Sept~er 24, 1993

To the Mayor/ the Council, the Commissioner of the Department of
T::-anspo::-ta tior..:

• This re?ort is pursuant to Section 25-318 of the A~~inist=~ti~e
Coce of the City 0= New York, .hic~ req~ires s~ch a report by t~e
Landrr.arks Preservation Commission orr plans fer the constructionl

reconstruction, 201teration or demoH tien of any improvement or
proposed improvement which is owned by the City and is or is to be
located on a landma.rk site or in a historic c.istrict or which
contains an interior landmark. .,'•

•
The proposed work consists of excavating two trenches en Reade
st~eet, 27'LX3'WX2.6'Deep and 801LX31~~2.6IDee? respectively 1 fo~
the ir.stallation of electrical concuits (Lavout Dra~ina SSl-44~E-
1M); excavating one 100'LX4.6IWX3'Deep tren~~ on Duane·street for
the ir:stallation of a securi ty link (GSA.Drawing"Pr090sed Condui ts tl

S/i!33); excavating one 24'LX6"WX12IOeep trench en.Reade street for
the installation of a steam pipe (steam Mains & ser~ice plate file
#16 No.529-2 and layout 591-5030); modifying, upgrac.ing and

.constr\.:ctingcatch basins with excavations varying from 71 to i2
1

dee? dependinr; T..:pon the location (Paving pl~~s M?91 - 471 datec
3/4/92

1
sheets 1/12 thru 12/121 and sheets 1/8 thru 8/S)~

excavating two trenches on Broadway, 31 LX3 I WX4I Deep ana
.5 1 LXl I lotA:2. 6' Deep resoecti vely, for the relocation of a. laItlPPOSt
(Plan M191-47, she~t 2 of 12, dated 3/4/92; 'Plan MP91-47,
Constr~ction details sheet 2 of 8/ dated 3/4/92; ar.d utility pl~~

•

•



•

•

crawing #2-C~010, cated 6/28/93); excavating t~o trenches on Dua~e
street, 3'LX3'WX4'Dee? and· lS'LXl 'WX2.6'Deep respectively, fer the
relocation of a Lamppo s t; (Plan MP91-47, sheet 4 of 12, dated
3/4/92; plan M?91-47, Ccnstruction details sheet 2 of 8, dated
3/4/92; and utility Plan D~g. #2-C-010, dated 6/28/93); excavati~g
two 3.5'wide X 3' dee? trenches, one on Reade.street and the other
on Duane street for the installation of telephone lines (NYTEL Dwe.
#T-290, dated 9/8/93); ar.d installing sidewalks, granite pavin~
hancica? ramps, sr~~ite c~rbing, steel faced curbing, tree pit~;
subbases arid unde rdrai.ns , Z-block crosswalk pevers i and asphal t
street paving, requiring maximum excavating to 61dee? (Builde::-s
Paving Plans MP91-47, dated 3/4/92, sheets 1/12 t!:.=u12/12, arid
sheets 1/8 thru 8/8), as shovn in drawings and specifications cited
above, rece.ived ....ith the application dated Septembe::- 8, i993
submitted by the United states General Services Administration as
cO~90nents of the application. .

•

•

•

In reviewing this proposal, the Co~~ission notes that the African
Burial Ground and The Commons Historic District desicnation report
states that this portion of lower Manhattan has und~rgone int~~se
public use since the mid-seventeenth century, resulting in',the
overlay of many sisnificant historic improvements and resources __
both a~ove ground a~d below -- all of which document the changinS
nature of the important area long devoted to communal, public, a~d
civic purposes. The designation re?ort also states that, within
the district, the African Burial Ground is historically significant
in that it is one of the few preserved eighteenth-century A£ri~2n
burial grounds in the Americasj and that it reflects .~~e
establisb.ment at an early date of tf:leparallet society of }..fricans
in New York City, which had one of the largest urban populations of
A.fricans an the American colonies. The report also ci tes the
sianificance of structures related to the civic uses of the
Co~or..s.. 'The Com.:nission furthe::- notes that existHlg pavements
surraencing 290 Sroacway are concrete and asphalt.

•

•

•
With regard to the proposal, the Commission finds that the
sidewalks and streetbeds to be 'excavated are composed of modern
materials and are not sicnificant features of the African Burial
G=o~~c aDd Commons Histo~ic District and that the proposed work
will not require the removal of or da:..ageto any significant above-
ground features of the district. The Commission also finds that, in
regard to the proposed excavation for a gas line in Duane street,
Robert Collegia of the General Services Administr~tion has stated
that there are no plans to run in gas service and thereby no plans
at p resen t; to exc ava te ' the gas line trench specified in the
aoolication. If, in the future, plans to install gas service are
fi;alizec, the Commi ss ion fines that excavation associated w'ith
laying pipe for gas lines will require a ne ....application and review
process.

•

•
In regard
Broadway,

to excavation
the Commission

for the relocation of lampposts along
finds that any pr~viously 'existing
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•

•

•

In =esard to the ex:avation of: 1) r~o t=enc~es i~ Reac~ S=-e~~ _~_
-::::e .::..::.st:=.llation of electri cal conc:l~::'o5;2) Cil"' e t=e::c:: :":1 D'..:.:;.::e
Stre7: for the i~stallation of t~e sect1rity l:"::.k;3) t~o tre:::::es
_.. :...:;;?:"...e Street fGr t:"e relocaticn cf Larnppc st s : ~C 4} ,-:":0
cz en...ncr.e s on R"'~c'" and ~u-'"'e -::~.,....=>""!-~ r"'c::',~'---~""", ..-~ • -- -- .... ~ c:.... -'------/ -_=' ~__ : I .:c:: -:::e
i..r..si:a.llationof t eLe phorie lines I the Cornm i ssion fines tr:.2.~ __._

~roc2.~~litv of enc~~~teri::c intact hw~~~ burials or archa=~loci=al
rp~~s~r~ L£~i~ ~ ~ ~~n~cc~~ ce~~~s a: ~~ese ~=e~c~e~ ~~=
~ thc.!" 6 Fe,:";-; h- '" t t!'ler::.e 2...re_~cxim2.tel... 7 -I U feet of i: 1...:.2-
und er the s tr ee t; p2.vement in these areas; t..-:2.:arc::ae-.:,lo<;1.:':''':'
mate:::ial or h~~a:. =em2.l~~ 1.~ clst~=~e~ c~ntext may oe prese::: in
t.::2S e areas. "..,:.,-" Cornm i s s a ori r ecommerics t:-:a'::a.rc:-.aeClloci.'=al
~. - ~...-..,...:-..- be cO ....c~·,- -;:. ......"t"'l r'I c.. ,:.""'" ....-;.,,Q c:· -.e-"" ....j ~,.. ~ ...-0-.... - _. ~....0 ••_ -'-'- ""-••'" ". -- --- .....~... __ '-••__ _'" -s"'"-Jn 0", a ~ z: .... -·:ez:-;::..;::e:c
ar:~~eologist; t~a'::a ohysical a~thrcoo~ocis~ ~e-ava~~a~~= =cr oc.-,
s i c e c ori s u Lt a t i on : t.n a c a s arrro i a or: soil De s:'f:.eo::. zc r e cov s r
2.=i:i:ac~s arid :e=a~wei::.a=y human z ernai ns : t:-.at t:~e F:-a...,"e:::a:-'..ce .:::::
S:lC~ =~ncs oe re::orcec; ~h2.~ if ~~~ac~ burials are e~ccu::'::e~e~J
excavation ·...ill cease im..-nediately pe!1cing cons'.lltatior. ..ith ":::e:
Lan~~arks P=ese=vation Commission; that initial orocessi::c of ~~~
material recovered be undertaken ~r.. the 12.bo~atoz:-y -of t:.~
cor.s\.:lting arc!':.aeologist; that any human rem2.i::.sbe ..~a?pe''::i::
st~""~a"""dacid-f-e~ t~ssue o'ac"'d~"" oe-~orat"'~ -'as--i- ~~~~~-~~_ ...- - - - - I _ - - - •• • - - - _ _ r:J - ... _ "- .J.c::;;;. -= _ .:... _ '_
sto~ed temporarily in standa=d acid-free boxes; a.."'!d t:"1.at,.=.or
~~2.1ytical and curatorial purposes, all artifacts and hurn~~ =e~ai~s
encountered be c.:;r.sicered 2. P2.:::-t·of the p~eviot.:sly excavatec.
=ro2.cw2.Y Block collection.

•

•

•

•

~:-'~?:-~qa=G to t!:~ eXC2.\t2.tion of a 12-focf- deep tre::c:-: fo= the
i::.s~allation of a steam pipe f=Qm ~eace ~~=e~t i~to 2S0 ==oad~a:,
t~e Cor.~ission fi~cs that this area is ~ithi~ the boundaz:-ies of the
.::l...frican3u=ia1 Ground; that the !::laseof the t=er:ch ....:11 ext:::':'
below the probable fill ce~osits ~~C tNentieth ce~t~=v cist~=~a~ce
~ss""'c~a~e':"-w~~·., ;""s"""''''''~on0':: T.~;l';"ies· ""at i",,- rn--v c",':';:.srw;,. ........;"" :- _ _ '--._ _.~ '- L-.... _ I000o io. __ ........ _ , l.,... I _.i.... C-..:.... _.:=: __ I

late nineteenth century basements on t~is block cid not penet.rate
the fill, L~ereby protecting'arc:"aeclog:cal =esou=ces beneath these
ce?csits; that human burials =ecoverec d~ring p=eviJ~s
arc~2eological i::vestigation were fQu::c at cepths ra~gi~= fro~ :6-
~~ =eet, below the projected b2.se of the s'::e~~ pipe trenc~; ~::a:
t!:e probability of enc::Ju::tering intact human bt~=~als is 1.':'''; beca·..:se
of the de?th of the planned tre~ch, but cann~t be discounted. The
Cor.~ission recommencs that archaeolo~~ca~ monitor~ns oe cond~cted
t.:.::C:ert:"e supe=·....is ion of a SQ?:h.-ce:!:"tifi ed a~chaeologis t; t::'at a
_·"··s·c"" ~-~"'-ODO'OC~S~ be 2,V::Ii1"'b'eF-r or::~.;t .. c.......s,·' .. " .. iO""· ":"'a;'--::'~-: ~ ~- r;;;;o;.. .............. ;.;.,. __ .... .:0.. i",. ' _ .t....._ ..-- ...,;~. __ l.., 1-1 ..........

all excavatec soil be siftec to recover artifacts and :=as~e~tary
h~"~~ remains; the: the prove~a~ce 0: such finds be =ec==ce~; t~at
~= intact bu=ials are e:i.cou::.te~ec.Jexcavation ·..·ill cease
irr~eciately pendi~g consultation ...ith the Lan6~a=ks Preservation
Commission; that initial processing of any mate:::-ialrecovered. ~~
~"cert~~en in the laboratory of the consulting a~chaeologist; tna:

•

•

•

•



•

•

•
~~ ~esa~c to the excavation to depths of e a;.c 12 ~t,
res;>ectively, to dns caLl. t~'r~e catch ba si.n.sat Dl:~ a!"'r.E.ll:;
~treets, the Cc~mission fi~cs t~at this area is i~~e~iately outside
the line 0= the Van 30rs~~ patent, conside=ed to be the bCt.:~ca~.c~... ...._. -u~';al G-Ot._~ ~,.. ...... -i .i.. "'-1.,' _', ... ..:-"_.:- .-~ _--:.::e _,i;l.=r~can .="- - - -_ .. ...;....--; ':.....c. _ ~ I,. _s nc "- LlJ,.~ __ .~=_Y "(.,;--:2. ~ nt....;..'Tk:: ....;,-:
,,",,.~.,. ;:J 1 S oc cuzrred outs'; d~ .;s bourid a-y' t~a!- .;..,:>r.c·';"'';0'" ~.,.6.1"'_____ '-' - -- - - - <II -., -- _/ _""' .... ~ __ '-_ L.i., l.... ... .is
area suppo rt ed potteries d;;.ringthe eigc.te~!lthand early nineteentl':
centuries a~d that evidence of this actiVity was uncovered curiee
prior arc~aeological i~vestisation; that this area of 3lock 154 i~
considered to have high archaeological potential; that there is a
:.~c~ Dr~bab;l.;t¥ for enco~nterinc archaeoloeical m~!-~-;;:Jl
assoc i eted wi.th pottery pzoduc t.Lon a;d modez-ate P::-Ob~ilit-.;-;;;
enco~~t~rins i~tact h~~an bu::-ials.In light of these facto::"s,the
Commission r-e cornrnerids that exc avation by 9::"o:=essional
arc::aeologists ~~der t::e s~?ervision of a SO?A ce::-tifie~
arc~a~ologist be cond~cted; that excavation be done by hanc, cy
cont:.rollecstratigraphic methods, with full recordi~c ar.a sifti~c

..: " ..;,:.. -,-......,. -.,.....;.. ; ~:=. r-"'" +- ,......,.. .t: - t _. .-, __ ; -0,- a __ so __ ,-0 _e_o ..e_ ~- ...s a••c a:..y .......agmen a_y numa .•-,-ema...ns ;
t::at if intact burials are encountered, excavation "oill cease
irrunec.iately pending consul tation wi tn the Landmarks ?::"ese~.;atier:
Commissionj t:'1at if twentieth century fill deposits ~a=e
encounte=ec, the excavation will be conducted by shovel, or,' ~n
ce=tain circumstances, machine, with only a small sa~ple sc::-eenedi
t:~a.t a phys ical anth::-cpologist will be available for on-s i te
cQDsultation during the excavations; t::atinitial processing of ar.y
~ate::-ial rec:ove::-ed be unce~taken in the laborato::-y of the
cc:;:':su.!.~l.ngi?rchaeDloc;ist; that 2..."'1Yh1.,:,"'TIa..."'l remains be ·....=appec ~..,
sta~~a=d acid-free tiss;;.e,placed in perforated plastic ba;s an~
sto=ed tem?o~arily ir:. standard acid-free boxesi .that, f·~'=
analytical a~d curatorial pu~?oses, all artifacts and human remains
e!1count~red be conside=ed a part 0= the previo~sly excav~ted
3::-oacwayBlock collection.

•

•

•

•

• F~rthe=more, the Commission recommends that proper proced~res be
u~certaken for the t=eatme~t and analysis of h~~an remains
follo~~ng excavation, and that these procedures require t~at the
General Se=vices Administration provide fo~ stabili=ati~n cnC
storace of all artifacts and human remains in a climate controlled
setti;'c with adecruate temoerature a""ld moisture controls, until s1.1ch
time ~s their· final .disocsi tion be dete.:minedj that all
a::-chaeoloeicalmaterial be analyzed unde::-the suoervision cf a SO~A~ - .ce~tified a=c~aeolocistj tr.a: a f~ll re90rt of the findin;s of the
a~ch2eQlosic21 excavatio~s anc a~alysis be s~bmitted for the
Co~~ission's revie~; a~d that the report p::-ovide forensic
ice!"tti:::ica tions, mee~~ng C'.lr:::-ent profess ional sta~da=ds, of any
r.~man remains recovered during the ex~avations.

•

•

•



•
Eased on these f :"r:.dings, arid pr ov ac ec t!:at t~e reccmmenc.ation<:o
outlir;.ed above are followed, the Co~~ission cete~i~es the prcpose~

~ ~o 'oe-aoo~OD~~a~Q to ~he ~;s~o~;c c.·;s~r;c~ .war,.... L... .... '-' ... _ _ \- _ ~ ..... .... .. ...ir. \,., - - -..... _ ......

•
Laurie Eeckelman• Chair

cc: L. Riccio
F. Acc.eo
~ . LaGreca
Art Commission• City Record
Alan Greenbe=g, USGSA
M. Orban
J. Olshansky
J. Woodoff
G. Santucci• s. Dublin
D. Presa
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PROTOCOL AND SCOPE OF WORK FOR ARCHEOLOGICAL AND

PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL SUPERVISION OF THE
INSTALLATION OF CATCH BASINS AT DUANE AND ELK STREETS

290 BROADWAY, LOWER MANHATTAN, NEW YORK

February 28, 1994

In traduction•

•

This Protocol addresses the archeological and physical anthropological supervision of the installation of
catch basins at portions of the African Burial Ground at 290 Broadway, which is located within the African
Burial Ground and the Commons Historic District in Lower Manhattan. John Milner Associates (JMA)
will provide supervision of this activity as required by the New York City Landmarks Preservation
Commission Report of September 24, 1993. and as supplemented by additional provisions contained in this
Protocol.

Description of Project Area

•
The project area addressed by this Protocol consists of the intersection of Duane and Elk: Streets in the
vicinity of 290 Broadway. Within the streetbed at this location three catch basins and associated drains are
to be constructed as described below.

•
Each catch basin will have dimensions of approximately eight feet by eight feet, and will be approximately
ten to twelve feet deep. Each catch basin will have an associated drain which will entail the excavation of a
trench fifteen feet long and three feet wide. The depth of these trenches will range from four feet to seven
feet, and the total length of the three drainage trenches will be forty-five feet. These specifications are
derived from a telephone conversation of February 28, 1994, between Michael Partington (Principal
Archeologist) and Robert Collegio (Project Engineer).

Scope of Services

• It is understood that archeological and physical anthropological supervision of all catch basin work will be
required of JMA. It is also understood that this may require up to eight weekend days in addition to normal
working hours. One or more principal archeologists and physical anthropologists will be on site at all
times, as appropriate, to supervise and control the excavation of all catch basins. In addition to supervisory
staff, JMA will supply an adequate number of field technicians to perform all necessary field functions.
JMA, in consultation with GSA. will ensure that appropriate manpower levels are maintained. These levels
will reflect any changes in requirements per discipline to be determined as the effort continues.•

•

The GSA contractor will supply a backhoe of the size normally used for this type of work. A normal
bucket with teeth may be used to remove roadbed materials of recent date. These materials may include
blacktop, concrete. gravel, and belgian block. Once all roadbed material has been removed a modified
bucket or, alternatively, hand excavation will be used in order to best accommodate the required
archeological supervision. The modified bucket, if utilized, will have a steel plate welded onto the teeth
and completely covering them, so that a smooth edge is available to gently scrape away the fill material
below the roadbed. Prior to initiation of work, JMA field personnel will meet with field personnel of the
GSA contractor to coordinate all aspects of the work.

•
Under the supervision of the principal archeologist(s) and/or the physical anthropo!ogist(s), the fill material
beneath the roadbed will be mechanically or hand excavated in small increments. These increments most
likely will range from one to six inches in thickness. depending on the sensitivity of the area being
investigated, and the excavation of such increments will be entirely at the discretion and direction of the
principal archeologist(s). The excavation will continue in this fashion until the maximum depth required

•



•
for the installation of the catch basin or drainage trench is reached. or if. in the opinion of the principal
archeologist(s), hand excavation is required or intact human remains and/or a grave shaft are encountered
(see following paragraph).•

•

If any soil discontinuities, apparently undisturbed soils, andlor archeological features are observed by the
archeological team during the machine or hand scraping, work will immediately be halted to allow closer
examination by the principal archeologist(s) and/or physical anthropologist(s). This may include scraping
the soil with small hand tools to define the nature of the anomaly, and recording the anomaly, as
appropriate, with photographs and scale drawings. No further scraping will take place until the nature of
the anomaly has been identified by the principal archeologist(s). If it is determined that the anomaly is an
undisturbed soil deposit that may contain grave shafts andlor intact human remains, or an archeological
feature, no further scraping will take place, and all subsequent excavation will be conducted using small
hand tools. If articulated human bone reasonably believed to be part of an in situ human burial is
uncovered during the excavation, all excavation work in that area will immediately cease, and temporary
protective measures will immediately be taken. Consultation will then immediately be initiated with GSA.
If any soil discontinuity is determined to clearly represent a grave outline (i.e., the outline of a grave shaft
above the level of any human remains that it may contain), then excavations will also cease at that point,
and the GSA shall be immediately notified. Neither excavation nor further treatment of any kind shall be
initiated in the SUbject area with regard to intact human remains until and unless a written directive is
received from the GSA.

•

• During the field work the excavated fill material will be stockpiled on site in large containers for screening.
The GSA contractor wiU be responsible for transporting excavated fill to the containers. Screening will
continue throughout the field work period and may be continued afterwards if, in the opinion of the
principal archeologistrs), the material screened and recovered to date warrants continued screening. The
purpose of this screening will be to insure that all skeletal remains and significant archeological materials
(i.e., artifacts), if present, are recovered. Once the fill material has been sufficiently screened, it may be
removed off-site at the discretion of the principal archeologist(s).•

•
It should be noted that the fill (i.e., disturbed overburden) known to be present at the site may contain
fragmentary human remains. The original provenience of such fragments can never be known but, given
their occurrence in overburden overlying the African Burial Ground, it reasonably can be concluded that
such remains were originally interred there and subsequently disturbed by nineteenth and twentieth century
development in Lower Manhattan. If fragmentary human remains andlor artifacts of the type typically
associated with graves are discovered in the overlying fill materials, such remains will be wrapped in acid-
free paper and stored in pH-balanced archival cartons. Shortly after their excavation, such remains will be
relocated to the 6 World Trade Center laboratory, along with artifacts clearly not associated with any burial
proveniences, for temporary storage pending a final determination on disposition.

• It should also be noted that animal bone may be present in the fill deposits. In many cases, physical
anthropologist(s) on-site will be able to positively identify the bone as human or animal. However. in
those cases where the bone is so fragmentary that a positive identification cannot be made, such skeletal
remains will be treated as if they were human, but wrapped. and boxed separately.

• The Office of Public Education and Interpretation (OPEl) for the African Burial Ground and Five Points
Archeological Project will provide on-site Public Educators during all working hours to inform interested
members of the public about the purpose of the catch basin project and the archeological process/findings.
The Director of the OPEl will consult with GSA's public relations department in coordinating with the
Federal Steering Committee and press, as appropriate.

•
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•
Schedule

• Barring inclement weather or other unforeseen delays, excavation will commence on Monday, May 16.
1994, and will continue until the work is completed. This protocol assumes that four consecutive
weekends will be required for the GSA contractor's excavations when the street will be closed. JMA staff
will continue to work during the intervening week days until all stockpiled fill has been screened.

Report

• Under this Protocol, a brief management summary of the work will be supplied by JMA to the GSA. In
addition. verbal briefings will be provided to the GSA on a daily basis to keep them informed of the
process and findings. At a later date, the results of the field and screening operations will be incorporated
into a full report covering all of the results of the catch basin supervision and the supervision of the
previous utility lines and associated activities at the site. It should be noted, however, that neither the full
report nor laboratory processing/analysis required by the Landmarks Preservation Commission Report of
September 24, 1993 are included in this Protocol.•
Items/Services to be Provided by Others

The following services and items are critical to the proper conduct of the project and shall be provided by
the parties indicated below at no cost to JMA:• General Services Administration/GSA Contractor

• An adequate quantity of lighting devices, and associated electrical power. suitable for a high level of
illumination of all areas of work under all field conditions and at all times throughout the fieldwork.

• • Access to portable toilet facilities.

• Full time (24 hr. per day) and adequate security for all fieldwork areas for the entire duration of the
project, including both physical security measures and security personnel. Physical security devices
are anticipated to include, but may not be limited to, access gates with locks, protective fencing of all
areas necessary for active archeological work, and general lighting.• • Adequate containers for all soil. screening, and fill materials being excavated (including rentals.
operators if needed, removal and disposal of such material).

• Temporary waterproof shelters adequate in size, type, and quantity to protect all active work areas and
personnel working therein (including delivery. erection, relocation, and dismantling).• • Secure. weatherproofed area (facility) for the temporary storage of boxed archeological material
pending relocation of such material to the World Trade Center laboratory.

• Drainage tubes or other appropriate devices as necessary to divert rainwater from the excavation areas
or work sites.• • Sheeting and shoring (labor and materials) for excavations related to the catch basins in compliance
with all applicable safety standards.

•
• Portable heaters (with associated electrical power) of adequate quantities, size, and type to maintain

satisfactory working conditions in the temporary shelters, and to maintain removed soils in an
unfrozen state.

• Adequate electrical power/service to accommodate any and all of the project requirements.
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•
o Tarps, of adequate size and quantity, for protection of excavated soils pending screening.

o Access to a project (on-site) telephone and running water.• • Controlled, adequate, and secured staging, screening, and storage areas within the proximity of active
excavation sites.

• Coordination of project activities with local agencies/authorities and utility companies.

• • Backhoe(s) (with modified blades) and operator(s). Refer to 2nd paragraph of Scope of Services for
further description of required backhoe blade and scraping techniques.

• Protective steel plating for the temporary covering of all open trenches and pits in compliance with all
applicable safety standards and/or archeological requirements.

• o Obtain all necessary permits.

• Provide/ensure continuous access (i.e, partial street closing) to excavation areas(s) for the duration of
the time necessary to complete the archeological field work.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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• APPENDIXC:

BONE INVENTORY

by:

• Thomas A. J. Crist
Principal Physical AntJU.opologiSt " .
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•
DUANElELK STREET CATCH BASINS

• Inventory
Number Description

indeterminateUnidentified cortical bone fragment

2 Rib fragment• 3 Unidentified cortical bone fragment

4 Rib fragment

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Category
(human/faunal/indeterminate )

faunal

indeterminate

faunal



•
READE STREET ELECTRICAL TRENCH

Inventory Category• Number Description (human/faunalJindetenninate )

501 Fragment of unsided proximal ulna faunal
with semilunar notch

• 502 Unidentified cortical bone fragments faunal
(2 pieces)

503 Unidentified cortical bone fragment indeterminate

504 Unidentified cortical bone fragment indeterminate• 505 Unidentified cortical bone fragment indeterminate

•

•

•

•

•

•

•


